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Abstract

The ArgMining 2022 Shared Task is concerned
with predicting the validity and novelty of an
inference for a given premise and conclusion
pair. We propose two feed-forward network
based models (KEViN 1 and KEViN 2), which
combine features generated from several pre-
trained transformers and the WikiData knowl-
edge graph. The transformers are used to pre-
dict entailment and semantic similarity, while
WikiData is used to provide a semantic measure
between concepts in the premise-conclusion
pair. Our proposed models show significant
improvement over RoBERTa, with KEViN 1
outperforming KEViN 2 and obtaining second
rank on both subtasks (A and B) of the ArgMin-
ing 2022 Shared Task.

1 Introduction

A number of frameworks have been proposed to
evaluate the quality of natural language arguments.
Many of these frameworks consider some notion
of logical soundness (validity), (Wachsmuth et al.,
2017). The ArgMining 2022 shared task also high-
lights the importance of novelty in measuring the
usefulness of a conclusion in order to avoid re-
dundant or non-informative conclusions. These
metrics were more formally introduced in (Opitz
et al., 2021) to assess the quality of arguments.

In our work, we combine the power of pre-
trained language models with external knowledge
sources to provide additional information for pre-
dictions (Wang et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2019). For
this, we extract paths from WikiData (Vrandečić
and Krötzsch, 2014) that link the premise to the
conclusion, and generate numerical features from
these paths.

Having generated several sets of features using
WikiData and pre-trained models, we proceed to
use these features as inputs to a small feed-forward

Figure 1: KEViN 1 uses WikiData knowledge, and pre-
trained transformers to predict similarity and entailment
prior to feeding the data into the neural network.

network trained to predict validity and novelty. Our
results show a significant improvement from sim-
ply fine-tuning a pre-trained model on the task,
and we identify that textual entailment serves as a
strong indicator of argument validity, while a com-
bination of textual entailment and knowledge graph
distance serves to improve the model’s ability to
detect novelty1.

We trained and tested two versions of our model
on Task A (binary classification). The first model,
KEViN 1, predicts both validity and novelty using
the same network (Figure 1). The second model,
KEViN 2, uses two separate networks, which were
trained separately for each label, and then combines
their predictions. Both models show significant
improvement over RoBERTa with KEViN 1 signif-
icantly outperforming KEViN 2. We additionally
evaluated the KEViN 1 model trained on Task A on
the testing set of Task B, the corresponding details
and results are given in the Appendix.

1Our code is available on GitLab: https://git.
ecdf.ed.ac.uk/xli3310/KEViN_2022.

https://git.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/xli3310/KEViN_2022
https://git.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/xli3310/KEViN_2022
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Split Val ¬Val Nov ¬Nov Total

train 401 320 123 595 750
dev 125 74 82 118 202
test 314 206 226 294 520

Table 1: Data split from Task A. Note that the training
and development sets also contain ambiguous examples
that are neither valid/novel nor non-valid/-novel.

2 Task and Data Description

The ArgMining 2022 Shared Task consists of two
subtasks: for a given textual premise, 1) classi-
fying a conclusion as being valid/novel (Task A)
and 2) comparing conclusions in terms of valid-
ity/novelty (Task B). For both tasks, the premise
consists of multiple sentences while the conclusion
is a single statement. Validity requires that there
exists a sound logical inference linking the premise
to the conclusion; Novelty, on the other hand, re-
quires the conclusion to contain new information
compared to the premise, and as such to be more
than a simple paraphrase2. Table 1 provides the
class counts per data split for Task A, while Table 2
provides examples of premise/conclusions pairs to
illustrate the concepts of validity and novelty.

3 Feature Extraction

In this section, we explain the process for extracting
the features that were used as input to our feed-
forward network.

3.1 Neural Features

A subset of the features we used as input for our
classifier were extracted using large pre-trained
neural networks.

3.1.1 Textual Entailment
Given a text t and hypothesis h, the task of Recog-
nising Textual Entailment (RTE), also called Nat-
ural Language Inference (NLI), consists of deter-
mining whether t entails h (“Entailment” class),
contradicts h (“Contradiction” class), or neither
(“Neutral” class) (Zeng et al., 2021).

We used a BART model (Lewis et al., 2020)
fine-tuned on the Multi-genre Natural Language
Inference dataset (Williams et al., 2018) to
predict the textual entailment between each
premise/conclusion input pair. We did this first

2https://phhei.github.io/
ArgsValidNovel/

with the premise as the text t and the conclusion as
the hypothesis h (TE_P2C), and then the other way
around (TE_C2P). In each case, the model returns
the probability distribution for the three entailment
classes; i.e., a vector of three real numbers adding
up to 1. We chose the BART_MNLI model3 to
extract the entailment features because of its state-
of-the-art performance on the RTE/NLI task (Yin
et al., 2019).

3.1.2 Cosine Similarity
For each premise/conclusion input pair, we used
the SBERT package (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)
to obtain p⃗ and c⃗, the vector representations of the
premise and conclusion respectively. To measure
the similarity between these two vectors, we calcu-
lated their cosine similarity (CoSim), as defined by
the following equation:

cos(p⃗, c⃗) =
p⃗ · c⃗

∥p⃗∥∥c⃗∥
(1)

3.1.3 BERT Predictions
We trained two separate BERT models to predict
Validity and Novelty on the training set. The prob-
abilities of validity (BERT_pred_val) and novelty
(BERT_pred_nov) were used as additional neural
input features.

3.2 Knowledge Graph Features

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) represent knowledge in
a graph-based structure, in which nodes represent
entities and edges represent relations connecting
them. Within the KG formalism, the connection be-
tween two entities is denoted as the triple ⟨s, r, o⟩,
where s, r and o represent the subject, relation and
object, respectively.

KGs have many applications, including query
answering (Huang et al., 2019; Yasunaga et al.,
2021) and modelling 5G networks (Zhu et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2021). In this paper, we chose to work
with WikiData, one of the biggest KGs in the litera-
ture (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014), to extract KG
features that can assist the validity/novelty classifi-
cation of a conclusion c for a given premise p.

To obtain our KG features, we first extracted
WikiData entities from p and c, respectively. We
tested two entity extraction tools, Wikifier (Brank
et al., 2017) and Falcon2.0 (Sakor et al., 2020).
Both performed similarly for our task, however we

3https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-large-mnli

https://phhei.github.io/ArgsValidNovel/
https://phhei.github.io/ArgsValidNovel/
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-mnli
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-mnli
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Premise

The notion of man’s dominion over animals need not be thought of as a blank check for man to exploit
animals. Indeed, it may be appropriate to connect the notion of “dominion” to stewardship” over
animals. Yet, humans can be good stewards of animals while continuing to eat them. It is merely
necessary that humans maintain balance, order, and sustainability in the animal kingdom. But, again,
this does not require the abandonment of meat-eating.

Valid? Novel?

Conclusion

Two-party systems are more stable no no
Man’s “dominion” over animals does not imply abandoning meat. yes no
The idea of “domiminism” is unnecessary. no yes
Dominion over animals can and should be used responsibly. yes yes

Table 2: Example from Task A on the topic of Vegetarianism.

chose Wikifier for its convenient interface. Our en-
tity extractions from p and c are written as p 7→ Ep

and c 7→ Ec, where Ep and Ec are sets of Wiki-
Data entity IDs, respectively. Having done this, we
then identified the Knowledge Graph Paths con-
necting entities from the premise to entities from
the conclusion.

Definition 3.1 (Knowledge Graph Path (KGP))
Given a pair (eh, et) in the KG, their KGP,
K(eh, et), is defined as:

• ∅, if eh and et are disconnected;
• {⟨eh⟩}, if eh = et;
• {⟨eh, r1, x1⟩ , ⟨x1, r2, x2⟩ , ..., ⟨xn, rn, et⟩},

a set of n triples where the object of the for-
mer triple is the subject of the following triple,
otherwise.

Multiple KGPs can exist for a single pair of en-
tities. Moreover, there is no guarantee for a KGP
to be finite. For our task, we aimed to find the
shortest KGPs with a limit. Our search of KGP
over WikiData is based on SPARQL queries (Pérez
et al., 2009), for which breadth-first search (BFS)
was the easiest to implement. To reduce the search
space of KGP, we applied an interactive depth limit
to the BFS algorithm with a termination depth limit
D equal to 3.4 As a result, the search terminates
with the shortest KGPs whose length is less or
equal to 3, or with failure if no such path is found.

Some relations denote extremely close proxim-
ity, e.g. ‘same as’, while others the opposite, e.g.
‘different from’. These two kinds of extreme re-
lations are summarised L1 and L2, respectively.
Both sets are given in the Appendix. Based on
our test, the extreme relations in L1 and L2 make
KGPs less representative in our tasks. We compute
the semantic length between two entities e1 and e2,

4We choose 3 as the depth limit, because helpful KG fea-
tures can be found under that limit and the program terminates
within reasonable time.

(Ls(e1, e2)) as defined in Equation 2.

Ls =


0, K(e1, e2) = {e1}

∨
∀ ⟨s, r, o⟩ ∈ K(e1, e2), r ∈ L1

D + 1, K(e1, e2) = ∅
∨
∃ ⟨s, r, o⟩ ∈ K(e1, e2) ∧ r ∈ L2

|{⟨s, r, o⟩ | ⟨s, r, o⟩ ∈ K(e1, e2) ∧ r ̸∈ L1}|, otherwise
(2)

Finally, we compute the final KG features, i.e.
Irrelevancy and Avg_Dist, as shown below, where
p 7→ Ep, c 7→ Ec, ep ∈ Ep and ec ∈ Ec.

1. Irrelevancy: the number of conclusion enti-
ties ec that are disconnected from all premise
entities ep:

I = |{ec|∀ep, K(ep, ec) = ∅}| (3)

2. Avg_Dist: the average minimal distance be-
tween premise entities Ep to conclusion enti-
ties Ec, based on the semantic length (Ls) of
all possible pairs of entities from the premise
and the conclusion.

A =

∑
ep,ec

min |Ls(ep,ec)|
|Ep|×|Ec| (4)

These two KG features were shown to be signifi-
cant for our task. Other KG features that we exper-
imented with but that were not as useful are given
in the Appendix.

4 Preprocessing and Training

Once the features were computed, we applied sev-
eral preprocessing steps to improve results. Given
the distribution shift between the training and de-
velopment data of Task A, as shown in Table 1, we
used a simple upsampling strategy to ensure that
all classes (V al&Nov, V al&¬Nov, ¬V al&Nov,
¬V al&¬Nov) were relatively balanced. To do
this, we duplicated 200 V al&Nov examples and
250 ¬V al&¬Nov examples so that we would have
roughly 300 samples for each class. We also dupli-
cated ambiguous examples, such that if a sample
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Model Precision Recall F1

RoBERTa 0.21 0.26 0.21
KEViN 1 0.44 0.43 0.43
KEViN 2 0.41 0.40 0.40

Table 3: Performance of the KEViN 1, KEViN 2 and
a fine-tuned RoBERTa model on the test set for the
combined task of validity and novelty prediction.

Model Validity Novelty

KEViN 1 0.70 0.62
KEViN 2 0.67 0.62

Table 4: F1 scores of models on task A, broken down
by validity and novelty.

has ambiguous validity, it would appear once as
valid and once as invalid, and likewise for novelty.
Finally, MinMax scaling was applied to each fea-
ture across the training, development, and test sets
to ensure that all values were between 0 and 1.

The features were then concatenated and input
to a small neural network with two hidden layers of
widths five and two respectively and a softmax out-
put layer. We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with a constant learning rate of 0.001
with L2 regularization. To optimize the regulariza-
tion term and find the best combination of features
for the task we performed an exhaustive grid search
using L2 parameters α ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}
and all possible combinations of features with a
limit of five features at most.

5 Results and Analysis

Table 3 shows the performance of KEViN 1,
KEViN 2 and a RoBERTa baseline on the test set.
All models were trained on the same upsampled
version of the train set. The RoBERTa baseline
was fine-tuned over 3 epochs: the checkpoint that
minimised loss on the dev set, obtained after the
first epoch, was used for the evaluation. We see
clearly that KEViN 1 outperforms the RoBERTa
baseline and the model with two independent clas-
sifiers both in precision and recall. The increase
in performance mostly affects the predicition of
validity as shown in Table 4.

For KEViN 1, our validation run identified ir-
relevancy, average KGP distance, TE_P2C and
TE_C2P as the set of features leading to the best
performance. We performed an ablation study to

identify the relative contribution of each feature.
Table 5 shows that removing TE_P2C or Irrele-
vancy has the most significant impact overall. We
also see that the neural features play a more impor-
tant role than KG features, especially for validity
classification. The results suggest that neural fea-
tures are crucial to improve the model performance
for the combined task of validity and novelty pre-
diction. While KG features are also useful for de-
tecting validity, removing them particularly harms
the novelty detection. We expect this result since
the existence of KGPs and their lengths reflect the
semantic relatedness between the premise and the
conclusion, which is relevant for novelty detection.

Removed Feature Val Nov Both

TE_P2C 0.65 0.45 0.31
TE_C2P 0.67 0.61 0.39
Avg_Dist 0.59 0.59 0.40
Irrelevancy 0.67 0.57 0.35

Neural features 0.54 0.54 0.26
KG features 0.68 0.59 0.37

Table 5: Ablation study on test set showing the F1 score
of KEViN 1 when a given feature is removed. The F1
scores of KEViN 1 for validity, novelty and the com-
bined task are 0.70, 0.62 and 0.43, respectively. Colours
represent the relative performance decrease with respect
to the original KEViN 1 model (as a percentage).

6 Related Work

This work identifies a strong similarity between
argument validity and textual entailment which has
been previously explored (Cabrio and Villata, 2012;
Bosc et al., 2016) with mixed success for argument
mining. Likewise, the introduction of external KGs
into the argument mining pipeline has been studied
by Fromm et al. (2019); Paul et al. (2020); Li et al.
(2021). In the textual entailment literature, a sub-
stantial amount of work has shown the importance
of external KGs in making accurate inferences over
new domains (Wang et al., 2019, 2020).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how features can be
extracted from knowledge graphs and pre-trained
neural networks that are both relevant and comple-
mentary for the task of argument novelty and va-
lidity detection. We did this by demonstrating how
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a small neural network trained on these features
outperforms fine-tuning with large transformers.

We defined KG paths in terms of their semantic
length and the corresponding KG distance features,
which gave promising results and provides a basis
for future work. For example, we would also like
to consider semantic representations of paths, such
as natural language representations, vector-based
KG embedding approaches, and other KGs to im-
prove the performance of the proposed model. In
addition, it would be interesting to see if learning
weights to predict the semantic length based on
the relations in KG paths or if extending the graph
containing the premise and conclusion concepts
with semantic dependency relations would boost
the performance.
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Appendix

The KG Features

Several KG features not described in the main body
of this paper were also tested in our experiments.
We provide their definition here for the record.

• Max_Dist: the length of the longest KGP
from any ep to any ec.

Kmax = max
ep, ec

Ls(ep, ec) (5)

• Total_Dist: the sum of all KGPs from premise
entities to conclusion entities.

S(t, c) =
∑
ep,ec

Ls(ep, ec) (6)

• Minimal KGP (MKGP): the shortest KGPs
from one entity ec to a set of entities T.

Pmin(h,T) = min
et,ec

Ls(ep, ec) (7)

The Dist_max feature was useful but was not
selected as one of the optimal features during grid-
search. The Dist_max and MKGP features, on the
other hand, proved unhelpful for this task.

KG Relations

A set of common logical relations are summarised
in Table 6, where the last two are used to invalidate
a KGP. Relations not included in the list are omitted
when calculating the semantic length of a KGP.

ID Label Type
P31 instance of L1

P279 subclass of L1

P527 has part(s) L1

P361 part of L1

P463 member of L1

P1269 facet of L1

P355 has subsidiary L1

P460 said to be the same as L1

P642 of L1

P1889 different from L2

P461 opposite of L2

Table 6: A set of logical relations wither their WikiData
IDs and type, where L1 represents semantic similarity
and L2 represents semantic distance.

Task B (Comparitive Predictions)
In Task B, two conclusions are given for a single
premise and the objective is to decide whether the
first conclusion is more, less, or equally valid/novel
as as the second. In both these tasks the model
should output two labels, one for validity and one
for novelty.

We approached this task by using the best model
trained on Task A to predict the probability of nov-
elty and validity of both conclusions. We then
assigned the conclusion with the highest proba-
bility of validity/novelty as that which is more
valid/novel. The results are given in Table 7.

Validity Novelty

−1 0 1 −1 0 1
Precision 0.39 0.00 0.38 0.26 0.00 0.32
Recall 0.67 0.00 0.66 0.64 0.00 0.57
F1 0.49 0.00 0.48 0.37 0.00 0.41

Both (Macro)

Precision 0.07
Recall 0.19
F1 0.09

Table 7: Results of our best model on Task B.

The results show that this simple approach to
Task B fails to identify cases where the two conclu-
sions are equally valid/novel (classes 0). This can
be explained by the fact that the classifier outputs
continuous probabilities, which span the entire 0
to 1 range. As such, requiring both probabilities
to be equal for the two conclusions to be consid-
ered equally valid/movel is an excessively stringent
requirement. A better approach might require the
difference between the two probabilities not to ex-
ceed a given threshold. This threshold could for
instance be found using the training set provided
for Task B.


